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momentum in Iconic Grey
No compromises

The outer material is of the momentum bra is made of shiny

metallic, heat-retaining eyelet functional fabric with a

honeycomb effect, while the inside lining is made of

moisture-absorbing and transporting terry cloth. The model

also features breathable, stretch mesh fabrics at the back for

an extra-light feeling of comfort as well as seamlessly

formed, extra-soft cups that not only reduce the bust’s

movement to a minimum but also ensure effective Anita

perspiration management without getting too hot or cold

thanks to a clever combination of high-tech materials.

And that’s not all: a wide, stable underbust band, high-cut

panels along the neckline and around the arms, and

adjustable straps lined with stabilised padding throughout

guarantee maximum support and an unbeatable shape.

There’s no doubt about it: the momentum is the number one

choice for anyone looking for perfect sporting performance

without losing out on fashion points. To celebrate ten years

since the model’s launch, Anita active is also presenting the

smart sports bra icon in elegant iconic grey for SS 2020.
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Fabric:

Inside: soft, hydrophilic terry cloth; outside:

shimmering eyelet functional fabric

Function:

Maximum support; “less movement effect”, active

Anita perspiration management thanks to moisture-

absorbing terry cloth; seamless cups and high-cut

panels along the neckline and arms; flat edging bands;

breathable mesh back; fully padded, stabilised support

straps

Colours:

Iconic Grey , Blue Iris , Fuchsia ,

Red , White , Black , Desert

Available:

In Iconic Grey from January 2020

Models:

Sports bra 5529, sports panty 1627, high-waist sports

panty 1629

Cup D/EUR GB US France Italia

5529 A 70-100 32-44 32-44 85-115 2-8

B 65-100 30-44 30-44 80-115 1-8

C-E 65-105 30-46 30-46 80-120 1-9

F 65-100 30-44 30-44 80-115 1-8

G 65-95 30-42 30-42 80-110 1-7

H 65-85 30-38 30-38 80-100 1-5

1627 32-48 26-42 2-18 34-50 36-52

36-48 30-42 6-18 38-50 40-52

1629 36-48 30-42 6-18 38-50 40-52


